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ABSTRACT
Accurate traffic speed prediction is an important and challenging
topic for transportation planning. Previous studies on traffic speed
prediction predominately used spatio-temporal and context fea-
tures for prediction. However, they have not made good use of
the impact of traffic incidents. In this work, we aim to make use
of the information of incidents to achieve a better prediction of
traffic speed. Our incident-driven prediction framework consists
of three processes. First, we propose a critical incident discovery
method to discover traffic incidents with high impact on traffic
speed. Second, we design a binary classifier, which uses deep learn-
ing methods to extract the latent incident impact features. Com-
bining above methods, we propose a Deep Incident-Aware Graph
Convolutional Network (DIGC-Net) to effectively incorporate traf-
fic incident, spatio-temporal, periodic and context features for traffic
speed prediction. We conduct experiments using two real-world
traffic datasets of San Francisco and New York City. The results
demonstrate the superior performance of our model compared with
the competing benchmarks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Traffic speed prediction has been a challenging problem for decades,
which has a wide range of traffic planning and related applications,
including congestion control [17], vehicle routing planning [14], ur-
ban road planning [28] and travel time estimation [9]. The difficulty
of the prediction problem comes from the complicated and highly
dynamic nature of traffic and road conditions, as well as a variety of
other unpredictable, ad hoc factors. Traffic incidents, including lane
restriction, road construction and traffic collision, which is one of
the most important factors, tend to dramatically impact traffic for
limited time periods. Yet the frequency of these events means their
aggregate impact cannot be ignored when modeling and predicting
traffic speed.

Despite a large amount of research on detecting traffic inci-
dents [10, 40, 41], a small number of works have explored the im-
pact of traffic incidents recently. Miller et al. [26] proposed a system
for predicting the cost and impact of highway incidents. Javid et
al. [13] developed a framework to estimate travel time variability
caused by incidents. He et al. [11] proposed to use the ratio of speed
before and after incidents as the traffic impact coefficient to evalu-
ate the traffic influence of incidents. Those works have proven the
significant impact of traffic incidents on traffic conditions. However,
improving traffic speed prediction by traffic incidents has not been
well explored. Some previous works [18, 19] used incident data
collected from social networks (e.g., Twitter) by keywords to im-
prove traffic prediction. However, they failed to consider the impact
level of different traffic incidents but treat all incidents equally for
speed prediction. The large majority solutions including traditional
machine learning [4], matrix decomposition [7] and deep learning
methods [16, 22, 37] of traffic speed prediction mainly used spatio-
temporal features of traffic network and context features such as
weather data. These solutions for predicting traffic speed do not
factor in the impact of those dynamic traffic incidents.

A number of questions naturally arise: how do different traffic
incidents impact traffic flow speeds? Do high impact traffic incidents
show specific spatio-temporal patterns in a city? How can we use
traffic incident data to improve traffic speed prediction? In this
paper, our goal is to answer these questions, and to find an effective
way to improve traffic speed prediction using traffic incident data.
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There are two main challenges for our incident-driven traffic speed
prediction problem. First, the impact of traffic incidents is complex
and varies significantly across incidents. For example, incidents
which occur early in the morning and in remote areas will have little
impact on adjacent roads, while the ones which occur during the
rush hours and in high-traffic areas (e.g. downtown) are very likely
to affect the surrounding traffic flows or even cause congestion [27].
Therefore, it is unreasonable to treat all traffic incidents equally
for traffic speed prediction, which may even negatively impact the
prediction performance. Second, the impact of traffic incidents on
adjacent roads will be affected by external factors like incident
occurrence time, incident type and the road topology structure.
We need to extract the latent impact features of traffic incidents to
improve the traffic prediction.

To tackle the first challenge, we propose a critical incident dis-
covery method to quantify the impact of urban traffic incidents
on traffic flows. We consider both anomalous degree and speed
variation of adjacent roads to discover the critical traffic incidents.
Next, to tackle the second challenge, we propose a binary classi-
fier which uses deep learning methods to extract the latent impact
features of incidents. The impact of incidents varies in degree and
the impact is neither binary nor strict multi-class. So we extract
the latent impact features from the middle layer of the classifier,
where the latent features are continuous and filtered. We adopt
Graph Convolution Networks (GCN) [3] to capture spatial features
of road networks. GCN is known to be able to effectively capture
the topology features in non-Euclidean structures and the com-
plex road network is a typical non-Euclidean structure. Combining
aforementionedmethods, we propose a Deep Incident-Aware Graph
Convolutional Network (DIGC-Net) to improve traffic prediction
by utilizing traffic incident data. DIGC-Net can effectively leverage
traffic incident, spatio-temporal, periodic and context features of a
city for prediction.

We test our framework using two real-world urban traffic datasets
of San Francisco and New York City. Experimental results empir-
ically answer the aforementioned questions, and also show the
particularly different spatio-temporal distributions of critical/non-
critical incidents. We compare DIGC-Net with the state-of-the-art
methods [5–7, 12, 22, 30, 31], and the results demonstrate the su-
perior performance of our model and also verify that the incident
learning component is the key to the improvement of prediction
performance.

We summarize our key contributions as follows:

• To quantify the impact of traffic incidents on traffic speeds,
we propose a critical incident discovery method to discover
critical incidents in a city. We further explore the spatio-
temporal distributions of critical/non-critical incidents and
find noteworthy differences.

• In order to extract the latent incident impact features, we
design a binary classifier to extract the latent impact features
from the middle layer of the classifier. We use the binary
classifier as an internal component of our final framework
to improve traffic speed prediction.

• We propose DIGC-Net to effectively incorporate incident,
spatio-temporal, periodic and context features of a city for
traffic speed prediction. We test our framework using two

(a) Road network of SFO (b) A congestion incident

(c) Speed curves of three candidate flows

Figure 1: Traffic illustration of SFO

real-world urban traffic datasets, and the incident learning
component of our framework can be flexibly inserted into
other models for learning incident impact features.

2 RELATEDWORK

Traffic Speed Prediction. A number of solutions have been pro-
posed for traffic speed prediction. ARIMA [5] is a classical model
for this area, and regression methods [4] are also widely used for
predicting traffic speed. There are also matrix spectral decompo-
sition models for traffic speed prediction: [7] proposed a latent
space model to capture both topological and temporal properties.
Recently, deep learning approachs achieve great success in this
space by using spatio-temporal and context features [21, 24]. The
spatio-temporal and context structure is a common use in traffic
prediction. Zhang et al. [42] divided road network into grids and
used CNN to capture spatial dependencies. Lv et al. [22] proposed a
model that integrates both RNN and CNNmodels. GCN begins to be
used for traffic speed prediction recently because of the ability to ef-
fectively capture the topology features in non-Euclidean structures.
Li et al. [16] proposed to model the traffic flow as a diffusion process
on a directed graph. Yu et al. [38] proposed the STGCN model to
tackle the time series prediction problem in traffic domain. Zheng
et al. [44] proposed a graph multi-attention network (GMAN) to
predict long-term traffic conditions. In our work, we effectively
incorporate traffic incident, spatio-temporal, periodic and weather
features of a city for traffic speed prediction. Our main contribu-
tions focus on the effective utilization of incident information for
improving prediction performance.
Urban Incidents. Research on urban anomalous incidentsmainly
focus on the detection of incidents. Gu et al. [10] mined tweet texts
to extract incident information to do the traffic incident detection.
Zhang et al. [41] proposed an algorithm based on SVM to capture
rare patterns to detect urban anomalies. Yuan et al. [40] proposed a



ConvLSTM model for traffic incident prediction. There are also a
few works focus on mining the impact of incidents. Miller et al. [26]
proposed a system for predicting the cost and impact of highway
incidents, in order to classify the duration of the incident induced
delays and the magnitude of the incident impact. Javid et al. [13]
developed a framework to estimate travel time variability caused by
traffic incidents by using a series of robust regression methods. In
our work, we extract the latent incident impact features for traffic
speed prediction.

3 PRELIMINARIES
Before diving into details of DIGC-Net, we begin with some pre-
liminaries on our datasets and problem formulation.

3.1 Datasets
We utilize two datasets, a traffic dataset and an attribute dataset
(weather data). The traffic dataset consists of traffic road network,
speed and incident sub-dataset of two major metropolitan areas,
San Francisco (SFO) and New York City (NYC), with complex traffic
conditions and varying physical features that may affect latent
traffic patterns [34]. In Section 4 and Section 5, we use the traffic
incident, road network and speed sub-datasets. The incident and
speed data covers the time range of Apr. 17 to Apr. 24, 2019. In
Section 6, we use traffic incident, road network, speed sub-datasets
and the weather dataset. The incident and speed data were collected
from Apr. 4 to May 2, 2019 (4 weeks). We collected the weather
dataset by Yahoo Weather API [35] and the fields includes weather
type, temperature and sunrise time. We collected the traffic dataset
from a public API: HERE Traffic [1]. The dataset consists of: 1) Road
Network: We set latitude/longitude bounding boxes (Figure 1(a))
on two cities of SFO (37.707,-122.518/37.851,-122.337) and NYC
(40.927,-74.258/40.495,-73.750) to gather the internal road networks.
2) Traffic Speed: We collected the real-time traffic speed of each
flow in the areas described above and record real-time speeds of
each flow every 5 minutes. 3) Traffic Incident: We also collected
the traffic incident data in same areas every 5 minutes. For each
incident, we could get the incident features like type and location.
Flow. Real-time speeds in different segments of single road are
discrete. HERE divides every road into multiple segments. We de-
note one road segment as one flow ξ . Every flow at each time slot
has a speed and we use flow as the smallest unit of the road network.

3.2 Problem Formulation and Preprocessing
First, we denote a road network as an undirected graphN = (V , E),
where each node represents an intersection or a split point on the
road, and each edge represents a road segment.
Reconstruction of the road network. As our task is to predict
the speed of every road segment, we use the road segment as the
node. More specifically, we use every flow as one node to build the
road network. If two flows ξi and ξ j have points of intersection,
we will add an edge to connect node ξi and node ξ j . Therefore,
we build a new road network graph G = (V , E), where each node
represents a flow and each edge represents an intersection of the
flows or a split point on the flow. There are 2,416 nodes and 19,334

edges of the SFO graph, and 13,028 nodes and 92,470 edges of the
NYC graph. We will use the re-build road network graph G in the
rest of the paper.
Problem formulation. We use vtξi to represent the speed of
flow ξi at time slot t . For every speed snapshot of the road net-
work, we will get a vector of all flows V t =

[
vtξ0
,vtξ1
, · · · ,vtξN−1

]
,

where N is the total number of flows. Given the re-build road graph
G = (V , E) and a T-length historical real-time speed sequence
[V t−T ,V t−T+1, · · · ,V t−1] of all flows, our task is to predict future
speeds of every flow in the city, i.e., Y =

[
V t ,V t+1, · · · ,V t+k−1

]
,

where k is the prediction length. Given a set of urban traffic inci-
dents occur close to the predicted time t , more specifically, a set of
incidents occur within [t −T1, t −T2], where t −T1 is the earliest
included incident occurrence time and t −T2 is the latest included
incident occurrence time. We extract the features of the impact
of aforementioned incidents on traffic flows to improve the speed
prediction performance.

4 URBAN CRITICAL INCIDENT DISCOVERY
The impact of urban traffic incidents are complex and also influ-
enced by other factors like the topological structure of urban road
network, temporal features of traffic conditions and the incident
type. Treating all urban traffic incidents equally will add additional
noise to traffic speed prediction process. In this section, we focus
on analyzing the impact of different urban traffic incidents, and
introduce our urban critical incident discovery methodology.

4.1 Methodology

Case Study: A Congestion Incident. Figure 1(b) presents a
congestion incident occurred at 06:32 am on Apr. 17, 2019 in San
Francisco. M is the center point of the incident and we set r to
represent the radius of the impact range. The circle with the center
M and radius r stands for the region affected by the incident. We
define that if the center of flows is in the circle, then the flows
might be affected by the incident. The circle in Figure 1(b) presents
the affected region when r = 300m. The blue, red and green lines
represent three flows ξ1, ξ23 and ξ385 in San Francisco which might
be affected by the incident, respectively. The speed curves of the
three candidate flows are shown in Figure 1(c). We observe that
during 6:00 am - 7:00 am, the speeds of ξ23 and ξ385 show a sharp
reduction while the variation of ξ1 is relatively slight, but it still
become more choppy after the incident occurred.

Next, we analyze each candidate flow that whether it will truly
be affected by the incident. We use a variant of the method proposed
in [41] to compute the anomalous degree of each flow. They divided
the city area into several grids and computed the anomalous degree
of each grid region to detect urban anomalies. The key idea to
compute the anomalous degree of a region is based on its historically
similar regions in the city. The sudden drop of speed similarity of a
region and its historically similar regions indicates the occurrence
of urban anomalies, and the well-designed experiments in [41] had
verified the effectiveness of the detection method. In our problem,
we use each flow as the unit rather than grid region.



(a) Anomalous degree A (b) Relative speed variation R

Figure 2: Anomalous degree and relative speed variation of
three candidate flows

Definition 1. Pair-wise Similarity of Flows. Given two
flows at time slot t with speedsvtξi andv

t
ξ j
, for a time windowW =

[t −T + 1 : t], the pair-wise similarity is calculated by: s[t−T+1:t ]
ξi ,ξ j

=

P
(
v
[t−T+1:t ]
ξi

,v
[t−T+1:t ]
ξ j

)
, where P is to calculate Pearson correla-

tion coefficient [20] of two speed sequences. Then the similarity
matrix S of all flows at t is calculated by the following equation:

St =

���������
s
[t−T+1:t ]
ξ0,ξ0

· · · s
[t−T+1:t ]
ξ0,ξN −1

· · ·
. . . · · ·

s
[t−T+1:t ]
ξN −1,ξ0

· · · s
[t−T+1:t ]
ξN −1,ξN −1

��������� , (1)

where N is the total number of flows in the city.

Definition 2. SimilarityDecreaseMatrixD. Similar to [41],
we define the similarity decrease matrix D, which represents the
decreased similarity of each flow pair from time slot t − 1 to t . D at
time slot t is calculated by: Dt =max

(
0, St−1 − St

)
. Zeroing the

numbers less than zero is due to that we only consider the case
where the similarity goes down.

Definition 3. Anomalous Degree A. Then we use similar-
ity matrix S and similarity decrease matrix D to compute anoma-
lous degree of flows at time slot t . We use a threshold parameter δ
to capture the historically similar flows. When the similarity of two
flows is greater than or equal to δ , we define that they are histori-
cally similar. Given a flow ξi at time slot t , the historically similar
flow sets of ξi is denoted as H t

ξi
= {ξ j | i , j and St

i , j = St
j ,i ≥ δ }.

Pair-wise similarity is computed by Pearson correlation coefficient
(PCC) and PCC in [0.5, 0.7] indicates variables are moderately corre-
lated according to [29]. Therefore, we set δ = 0.5 here to select the
historically similar flows which are at least moderately similarity to
the flow ξi . Anomalous degree of flow ξi at time slot t is calculated
by the following equation:

At
ξi
=

Σξ j ∈Ht
ξi
St−1
i , j · Dt

i , j

Σξ j ∈Ht
ξi
St−1
i , j

, (2)

where A is the decrease degree in speed similarity of ξi and its
historically similar flows.

Local Anomalous Degree Algorithm. The time complexity of
computing similarity matrix S is O

(
N 2 ÛT

)
, where N is the number

of flows andT is the length of historical speed sequences. For cities

with complex traffic road networks such as New York City (13,028
flows), it will cost a lot to compute the similarity matrix S, the
similarity decrease matrixD and the anomalous degreeA. We pro-
pose a local anomalous degree algorithm to speed up our method
based on the spectral clustering algorithm [39]. Spectral clustering
is able to identify spatial communities of nodes in graph structures.
According to several studies [32, 36, 45], which assume that traffic
in nearby locations should be similar, we also assume that flows
in the same community and in the spatially nearby regions will be
historically similar. Given a graph G, we perform spectral decom-
position and obtain k graph spatial features of each flow. Then we
use K-means [8], a common unsupervised clustering method, to
cluster flows into k classes.

ALGORITHM 1: Local Anomalous Degree Algorithm
Input: Road graph G

1. Compute the adjacency matrix A, degree matrix D, and
normalized Laplacian matrix L = I − D− 1

2AD− 1
2 .

2. Compute the first k eigenvectors v1,v2, ...,vC of L.
3. Let F ∈ RN×k is the feature matrix of all nodes in the graph.
for node i in G do
Fi =

[
v0,i ,v1,i , ...,vk−1,i

]
end
4. Use K-means method to cluster nodes into k classes (k labels).
5. Compute local-similarity matrix S and local-similarity
decrease matrix D.

S
[t−T+1:t ]
ξi ,ξ j

=


0 , labeli , labelj

P
(
v
[t−T+1:t ]
ξi

,v
[t−T+1:t ]
ξ j

)
, labeli = labelj

6. Compute local-anomalous degree A.

At
ξi
=

Σξj ∈Ht
ξi

&(labelj =labeli )
St−1
i , j ·D

t
i , j

Σξj ∈Ht
ξi

&(labelj =labeli )
St−1
i , j

Validation of Local Algorithm. Figure 3 shows the clustering
result when k = 10 and k = 7 (marked by different colors). The
result shows that the eigenvectors can effectively capture spatial
graph features. Figure 3(b) shows that our method divides New
York City into 10 local districts which are conform to the real-world
urban districts, e.g., the red area corresponds to the Manhattan area
in New York City. Meanwhile, the results of choosing different k
are similar and we set k = 10 here. Then we only need to compute
the local values of the similarity matrix S, the similarity decrease
matrix D and the anomalous degree A in the same district.

Next, different from anomaly detection, we aim at exploring
the impact on traffic flows of different urban traffic incidents. Also
taking Figure 1(b) as an example, there is a flawed scene that three
flows ξ1, ξ23 and ξ385 are historically similar to each other at time
slot t . Therefore, the sharp variations of ξ23 and ξ385 will strongly
affect the anomalous degree of ξ1. Figure 2(a) shows the anomalous
degrees of them from 4:00 am to 12:00 pm. Near 06:32 am, ξ1 actually
has a higher anomalous degree (0.198) than ξ23 (0.110) and ξ385
(0.085). However, we can see it intuitively in Figure 1(c) that when
close to 06:32 am, the anomalous variation of speeds of ξ23 and
ξ385 are more striking than ξ1. The reason for this diametrically



(a) k = 7 (b) k=10

Figure 3: Clusters of NYC

opposite result is that after the incident, the tendency of anomalous
changes of ξ23 and ξ385 are mighty similar, which leads to the
low anomalous degree of them. Therefore, in order to handle the
aforementioned scenario, we add another metric to help amend our
discovery method.

Definition 4. Relative Speed Variation R. Given a flow ξi

at time t , and the historical speed sequence
[
vt−T+1
ξi

,vt−T+2
ξi

, · · · ,vtξi

]
of ξi in a T -length time window, we define the relative speed varia-
tion of ξi as follow:

Rt
ξi
=

������
∑t ′=t
t ′=t−T+1v

t ′
ξi

T
−vtξi

������ /max
(
vtsξi
,vts+1

ξi
, · · · ,vteξi

)
(3)

We define a normalization time window and use the max value
observed in the time window to normalize R. We use 24 hours (288
intervals) as the normalization window length, i.e., ts = t − 144 and
te = t + 144, and T = 10 intervals.

Validation of Relative Speed Variation. As a heuristic ap-
proach, we test different candidate computing methods of relative
speed variation as baselines for validation. We consider three re-
lated features: slope of speed variation (k) [33], recent speed (vt−1)
and historical average speed (v̄) [2] corresponding to three candi-
date computing methods of Relative Speed Variation R. They are
listed as follows:

1) Consider all three features: Rk+v t−1+v̄ =
��v̄ −vt

�� × k̄ × p +��vt−1 −vt
�� × kt−1 × q, where p and q are two parameters

to control the ratio of recent speed and historical average
speed. k̄ is the historical average slope and kt−1 is the speed
slope of time slot t − 1 and t .

2) Consider recent speed and historical average speed:Rv t−1+v̄ =��v̄ −vt
�� × p +

��vt−1 −vt
�� × q.

3) Consider historical average speed: Rv̄ =
��v̄ −vt

��.
We use the normalized item to normalize the three computing

methods. We use Pearson correlation coefficient to calculate the
correlation coefficient of anomalous degree and relative speed vari-
ation of all urban traffic incidents in our dataset (an hour before
and after the incident). In order to use relative speed variation to
amend anomalous degree, we choose the most negatively correlated
computing method as our relative speed variation (p and q are set to
0.5), i.e., only consider the historical average speed: Rv̄ =

��v̄ −vt
��.

Figure 2(b) shows the result of the congestion incident. Near 06:32
am, in contrast to A, the max R of ξ23 and ξ385 are both larger

(a) SFO (b) NYC

Figure 4: Varying ρ and θ

(0.377 and 0.333) than ξ1. It is conform to the speed variation (Fig-
ure 1(c)) and indicates that relative speed variation can also capture
anomalies well and effectively correct the flaw of anomalous degree.

Definition 5. Incident Effect Score E. Due to the comple-
mentarity of anomalous degree and relative speed variation, we
combine both of them to compute the incident effect score. Given a
flow ξi at time slot t , the incident effect score is calculated by:

Etξi
= ρ · At

ξi
+ (1 − ρ) · Rt

ξi
, (4)

where ρ is a parameter to control the ratio of A and R.

Definition 6. Critical Incidents. For incidents like mega-
events, the traffic flows might be affected before incidents begin.
On the contrary, incidents like traffic collisions will begin to affect
traffic flows after they occurred. Therefore, given an incident incik
with a start time ts , we firstly set a T-length “start to influence” win-
dowW =

[
ts −

T
2 , ts +

T
2
]
and define the flows which are highly

affected by the incident as {ξi | max(E
t−T

2
ξi
, E

t−T
2 +1

ξi
, · · · , E

t+T2
ξi

) ≥

θ }, where θ is a threshold parameter.

When
����{ξi | max(E

t−T
2

ξi
, E

t−T
2 +1

ξi
, · · · , E

t+T2
ξi

) ≥ θ }

����
Ik

> 0, more

specifically, there is at least one flow is highly affected by the in-
cident Ik , we call Ik is a critical incident, where |·| denotes the
cardinality of a set. We define an incident which is not a critical
incident as a non-critical incident.

4.2 Evaluation and results

Parameter Setting. The datasets we use here are listed in Sec-
tion 3. We set r = 500m and one hour as the length of “start to
influence” time window.
Varing ρ and θ . Figure 4 shows the number of critical incidents
discovered when varying ρ and θ . In SFO, when θ = 0, most inci-
dents are discovered as critical (1,706 out of 1,832 averagely), which
indicates that most incidents indeed have an impact on traffic flows.
There are a small number of incidents which almost have no impact
(6.9%, θ = 0 and 12.2%, θ = 0.05), which further proves that treating
all traffic incidents equally for traffic speed prediction is unreason-
able. When θ rises (θ = 0.10, 0.15 or 0.20), there is a sharp reduction
of critical incidents, which indicates the impact of incidents varies
in degree. In order to discover incidents with high impact, we set
ρ = 0.6 and θ = 0.15 of SFO. The results of NYC are similar with
SFO. Most incidents are discovered as critical incident when θ is set



to 0 or 0.05. Reductions also appear when θ rises. We set ρ = 0.5
and θ = 0.10 of NYC.
Spatio-temporal Distributions. Figure 5 shows the spatial and
temporal distributions of incidents in SFO and NYC. In Figure 5(a)
and Figure 5(c), an incident is plotted as a line with an origin and
an end, and we find that although most of incidents of these two
types occur on the main roads (continuous parts), our method
can effectively discover critical incidents (green circle). Figure 5(b)
and 5(d) show the temporal distributions. Incidents mostly occur
within rush hours (7-9 am and 4-7 pm) of SFO and NYC, which is
in line with the daily routine. Incidents which occur in the early
morning tend to be non-critical in both cities. On the weekend,
NYC only has one peak of incident occurrence (mid-afternoon) and
on the weekday, NYC does not have the mid-afternoon peak while
SFO presents the peak.
Summary of Results. Parameters ρ and θ represent the thresh-
old to discover urban incidents with high impact on traffic speeds.
The lower the θ and ρ are, the lower the threshold to mark critical
incidents. The results of varying ρ and θ show that some urban
incidents almost have no impact on traffic speeds and the impact of
urban incidents varies in degree, which indicate that it is unreason-
able to use all urban traffic incidents features for traffic speed pre-
diction. Spatio-temporal distributions show noteworthy differences
between urban critical and non-critical incidents, which indicates
that our critical incident discovery method can effectively discover
incidents with high impact on traffic speeds.

5 EXTRACT THE LATENT INCIDENT
IMPACT FEATURES

So far, we have demonstrated that our discovery method can effec-
tively discover urban critical/non-critical incidents. In this section,
we propose to use deep learning methods to extract the latent inci-
dent impact features for traffic speed prediction. Taking two aspects
into account, we design a binary classifier to make use of the latent
impact features:

• There are some urban incidents have almost no impact on
traffic flows and low-impact incidents features will even
bring noise to the model. There are also noteworthy differ-
ences of spatio-temporal features between crucial and non-
crucial incidents, which inspires us to consider the binary
classification problem.

• The impact of urban incidents on traffic speeds varies in
degree and the impact is neither binary nor strict multi-class.
Therefore, we should not use the binary result directly, we
propose to extract the latent impact features from the mid-
dle layer of the binary classifier for traffic speed prediction,
where the latent features are continuous and filtered.

5.1 Methodology
The task of the binary classifier is to predict whether an incident is
critical/non-critical, i.e., whether an incident has a high/low impact
on traffic speed. Considering that the impact of incidents is related
to spatio-temporal and context features, and previous works [22,
36, 42] which use spatio-temporal and context features for traffic
prediction (we also discuss them in Section 2), our classifier consists

(a) Spatial of SFO (b) Temporal of SFO

(c) Spatial of NYC (d) Temporal of NYC

Figure 5: Spatio-temporal distributions of traffic incidents

of three components: spatial learning component (GCN), temporal
learning component (LSTM) and context learning component.
Spatial Learning: GCN (Figure 6(a)). City road networks has la-
tent traffic patterns and there are complex spatial dependencies [16].
We need to capture the road topological features, i.e., the spatial de-
pendencies of the road network. Traditional methods divide the city
into several grids and use Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
to capture spatial features [36, 42]. However, it neglects the road
topological features and also ignores the spatial information within
grids. Moreover, graph structure related features are hard to be used
in CNN of our problem. We adopt graph convolutional network
(GCN) [3] to learn the spatial topology features. GCN is known
for being able to capture the topology features in non-Euclidean
structures, which is suitable for road networks. GCNmodel f (X ,A)
follows the layer-wise propagation rule [15]:

H l+1 = σ
(
D̃− 1

2 ÃD̃− 1
2 H (l )W (l )

)
, (5)

where A is the adjacency matrix, Ã is the adjacency matrix of
the graph with added self-connections, D is the degree matrix and
D̃ii = ΣjÃi j . L = D̃− 1

2 ÃD̃− 1
2 is the normalized Laplacian matrix of

the graph G. σ denotes an activation function.W is the trainable
weight matrix, H (l ) ∈ RN×D is the matrix of activations in the l-th
layer. H (0) = X , where X is the input vectors of GCN.

We use the aforementioned graph G. At each time slot t , we
obtain a real-time speed of every flow in G, and we define the speed
snapshot Gt = {V t

ξ0
,V t

ξ1
, ...,V t

ξN −1}, where N is the total number
of flows in the city. We also add another graph structure related
feature: the distance of each flow from the incident, which is because
that the impact of incidents on flows has a strong correlation with
distance [32, 36, 45]. We define the distance Dξi of ξi from the
incident is the Euclidean distance between the flow center and
incident center. Therefore, at each time slot t , the input featuresX =[(
V t
ξ0
,Dξ0

)
,
(
V t
ξ1
,Dξ1

)
, ...,

(
V t
ξN −1,DξN −1

)]
. For a traffic incident,

the time span of input speed snapshots is
[
ts −

T
2 , ts +

T
2
]
, where
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Figure 6: The architecture of the binary classifier

ts is the start time of the incident and T is the length of “start to
influence” time window which is defined in Section 4.

For the input signal X ∈ RN×C with C input channels (C = 2
here) and F filters or features of spectral convolutions map are as
follow:

Z = D̃− 1
2 ÃD̃− 1

2XΘ, (6)
where Θ ∈ RC×F is a matrix of filter parameters, Z ∈ RN×F

is the convolved signal matrix and F is the number of filters or
features. Next, at each time slot t , after k graph convolutional (GC)
layers, we then feed middle states Hk

t intom fully connected (FC)
layers to get the spatial learning output Yt of each snapshot.
Temporal Learning: LSTM (Figure 6(b)). We feed a sequence
of graph speed snapshots to GCN, and the output is a sequence
of spatial features at each time slot from ts −

T
2 to ts +

T
2 . Then

we adopt Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) model [12] as our
temporal learning component. LSTM is known for being able to
learn long-term dependency information of time related sequences.
LSTM has the ability to remove or add information to the state of
the cell through a well-designed structure “gate”. we extract the
spatial features Yt for each snapshot in GCN and feed the sequence[
Yts−T

2
,Yts−T

2 +1, · · · ,Yts+T2

]
into LSTM cells. Then we can itera-

tively get the output sequence
[
hts−T

2
,hts−T

2 +1, · · · ,hts+T2

]
. We

use the output of the last LSTM cell output as the output Yд of
temporal learning part.
Context Learning (Figure 6(c)). Incident context features are
also important for prediction. We use the following features for
context learning: 1) Incident type (e.g., traffic collision and event).
2) Road status: An incident leads to a road close or not. 3) Start and
end hour: HERE gives a start time ts and an anticipative end time
te of an incident. 4) Incident duration: The anticipative duration
of an incident. 5) Weekday, Saturday or Sunday. We use one-hot
encoding to preprocess class features and normalize the incident
duration feature. The context learning component is a Deep Neural
Network (DNN) structure, more specifically, an input layer and
a fully connected layer (shown in Figure 6(c)). After embedding
the context information, we feed the context embedding to a fully
connected layer to get Yc , which is the output of context learning.

Latent incident impact features extraction. After getting Yc
and spatio-temporal feature Yд , we use a concat operation to con-
catenate them as Yc ⊙ Yд of each incident. Then we feed Yc ⊙ Yд to
m FC layers. We extract the output of the last FC layer before the
output layer as the latent incident impact features, which is because
that output layer uses these features as the input to predict whether
the incident has high impact on traffic flows. We denote the latent
impact features as (Yc ⊕Yд)FCs . Finally we get the prediction value
ŷ, and compute the loss compared with real value y.
Objective Function and Evaluation Metric. The classifier is
training by minimizing Binary Cross Entropy Loss (BCELoss) be-
tween the predicted speed and the real value. BCELoss is defined
as BCELoss = − (y · loд (ŷ) + (1 − y) · loд (1 − ŷ)). We use BCELoss
and F1− score = 2·precision ·r ecall

precision+r ecall to evaluate the binary classifier.

5.2 Middle Experiments

Parameter Setting. The datasets we use here are described in
Section 3.We use the discovery results obtained in the last section as
the ground truth. There are 1,061 positive samples (critical) and 771
negative samples (non-critical) of SFO and 17,924 positive samples
and 15,367 negative samples of NYC. We use 5 minutes as the time
interval and train our classifier with the following hyper-parameter
settings: learning rate (0.001) with the Adam optimizer. In GCN, we
set two GCN layers followed by one FC layer with the 64-dimension
output. The length of "start to influence" window is set to one
hour, i.e., the input size of the first GCN layer is 12. We use ReLU
activation function and add Dropout (d = 0.8) in GC layer. We use
one LSTM layer with 64-dimension hidden states. After concating,
we adopt one FC layer (16-dimension) and follow by the output
FC layer using sigmoid activation function. We use 70% data for
training and validation, and the remaining 30% as the test set. We
select 90% of training set for training and 10% as the validation set
for early stopping.
Results andAnalysis. Using the traffic incident and traffic speed
sub-datasets for training, we finally get 0.8241 F1-score and 0.4429
BCELoss in the test set of SFO, and 0.4731 BCELoss and 0.8000
F1-score of NYC. Our binary classifier model can capture the latent
impact features on traffic flows of different incidents, more specifi-
cally, we can get the embeddingYc ⊕Yд of each input incident.Yc is
the output features of context learning andYд is the output features
of spatio-temporal learning. And we feed Yc ⊕ Yд intom (m = 1
in our experiment) FC layers to extract the latent impact features
(Yc ⊕Yд)FCs before the ouput layer. We will use the binary classifier
in the next section as an internal component to help improve traf-
fic speed prediction performance. Since we take the classifier as a
middleware of our incident-driven framework, we further evaluate
our complete framework with competitive baselines in the next
section.

6 INCIDENT-DRIVEN TRAFFIC SPEED
PREDICTION

So far, we can effectively capture the latent impact features of
urban incidents on traffic flow speeds. Combining above methods,
we propose Deep Incident-Aware Graph Convolutional Network
(DIGC-Net) to improve traffic speed prediction by incident data.
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Figure 7: The architecture of DIGC-Net

6.1 Methodology
DIGC-Net (Figure 7) consists of three components: spatio-temporal
learning, incident learning and periodic learning. Our prediction
problem is defined in Section 3.
Spatio-temporal Learning (Figure 7(a)). Traffic speed predic-
tion is also related to spatio-temporal patterns of traffic networks.
Meanwhile, several previous works [22, 36, 42] use spatio-temporal
features for traffic prediction (we also discuss them in Section 2).
Therefore, we use the similar structure of spatial and temporal
learning of our binary classifier. The spatial-temporal and con-
text structure is a common use in traffic prediction, and we use
GCN rather than CNN to better capture spatial features of road
networks here. GCN is used for capturing spatial graph features
and LSTM is adopted to capture the time evolution patterns of
traffic speeds. The input features of each node is V t

ξi
in GCN, i.e.,

the speed of each flow at time slot t . More specifically, the input
features is X t =

[
V t
ξ0
,V t

ξ1
, · · · ,V t

ξN−1

]
, which is the graph speed

snapshot at time slot t . We input a sequence of graph speed snap-
shots features [X t−T ,X t−T+1, · · · ,X t−1] to GCN and after the GCN
part, similar to [36], we concatenate the weather contexts at each
time slot t to get Yt . Then we feed the spatial features sequence
[Yt−T ,Yt−T+1, · · · ,Yt−1] to LSTM cells to iteratively get the out-
put sequence [ht−T ,ht−T+1, · · · ,ht−1]. Then we use k learnable
units to predict k future traffic speeds

[
Y tS ,Y

t+1
S , · · · ,Y t+k−1

S

]
. The

output of spatio-temporal learning is YS .
Incident Learning (Figure 7(b)). To predict traffic speed at time
slot t , we select all incidents occurred within [t − 125min, t − 5min]
as the incident learning inputs (the last two hours), where t−125min
is the earliest included incident occurrence time and t − 5min is
the latest time. We use the pre-trained binary classifier (introduced
in Section 5) to extract (Yc ⊕ Yд)FCs , i.e., the latent incident im-
pact features of each incident. Because the number of incidents
occur within the time range is uncertain and incidents occur in a
sequential order, so we adopt standard Recurrent Neural Network
(RNN) [25] for incident learning. RNN is a neural network that
contains loops that allow information to persist. Previous incidents
will affect the traffic conditions, which may lead to the occurrence
of future incidents. Using RNN also help us capture the interrelation

Table 1: Evaluation of MAPE among different methods

Method MAPE-SFO MAPE-NYC

ARIMA 26.70 % 38.60 %
SVR 28.24 % 39.73 %
LSTM 18.98±0.18% 30.26±0.25%
GC 15.69±0.21% 25.79±0.32%
ConvLSTM 13.95±0.12% 22.80±0.18%
LSM-RN 13.72 % 21.53 %
STDN 13.45±0.12% 20.24±0.20%
LC-RNN 12.26±0.22% 18.77±0.36%
DIGC-Net 11.02±0.15% 17.21±0.22%

of sequentially occurring urban traffic incidents, which is neglected
by previous works [19]. We denote Yinci as the output of the last
RNN cell.
Periodic Learning (Figure 7(c)). Traffic flow speeds change
periodically and we use the similar structure of [22] to learn long-
term periodical patterns. We use the same time slots in the last
5 days to learn the periodic features. A fully connected layer is
adopted to capture the long-term periodic features. The output of
periodic learning is YP .
Output. After getting spatio-temporal features YS , incident im-
pact features Yinci , and periodic features YP , we adopt a concat
operation to concatenate them, then feed them intom FC-layers. Fi-
nally we get the prediction value ŷt , and compute the loss compared
with the real value yt .
Objective Function andEvaluationMetric. DIGC-Net is train-
ing byminimizing theMean Squared Error (MSE =

∑N
i=1 (ŷi − yi )

2)
between the predicted speed and the real value. Similarly to [7], we
use Mean Absolute Percentage Error to evaluate DIGC-Net, MAPE
is defined as : MAPE = 100%

N
∑N
i=1 |

ŷi−yi
yi |, where N is the total

number of flows.

6.2 Evaluations

Parameter Setting. The datasets we use here are listed in Sec-
tion 3. We set 5 minutes as the time interval and time window as 4
hours, i.e., T = 48. We train our network with the following hyper-
parameter settings: learning rate (0.001) with Adam optimizer. In
spatio-temporal learning, we set two GCN layers followed by one
FC-layer (64-dimension) and the input size of the first GCN layer
is 64. We use ReLU activation function and add Dropout in GCN
layer with d = 0.5. In incident learning, we use one RNN layer with
128-dimension hidden state. In periodical learning, we use one FC
layer with 64-dimension hidden state. After the concat operation,
we adopt one FC-layer with 256-dimension and connect the final
output layer. We use ReLU activation function in the FC layers.
We use first three weeks data for training and validation, and the
remaining one week data as the test set. In training dataset, we
select 90% of them for training and 10% as the validation set for
early stopping.
Comparisonwith competitive benchmarks. We compare our
model with the following models in consideration of covering



Table 2: Evaluation of MAPE among different variants of
DIGC-Net

Variant MAPE-SFO MAPE-NYC

Spatio-temporal 12.47±0.11% 18.69±0.19%
Spatio-temporal + periodic 12.22±0.12% 18.63±0.19%
DIGC-Net-all 11.02±0.15% 17.21±0.22%
(Spatio-temporal + periodic
+ incident)

widely used traditional machine learning, matrix decomposition
and state-of-the-art deep learning methods: (1) Autoregressive inte-
grated moving average (ARIMA) [5]; (2) Support Vector Regression
(SVR) [31]; (3) LSTM [23]; (4) GC [6] is the variation of basic GCN
with the efficient pooling; (5) ConvLSTM [30] extends the fully
connected LSTM to have convolutional structures; (6) Latent space
model for road networks (LSM-RN) [7] learns the attributes of ver-
tices in latent spaces which mainly uses matrix decomposition; (7)
LC-RNN [22] takes advantage of both RNN and CNN models and
designs a Look-up operation to capture complex traffic evolution
patterns, which outperforms ST-ResNet [43] and DCNN [24], so we
do not further compare ST-ResNet and DCNN here; (8) STDN [37]
uses a flow gating mechanism to explicitly model dynamic spatial
similarity and uses a periodically shifted attention mechanism to
capture temporal features.

Table 1 shows the MAPE results of using different methods
of SFO and NYC. All other benchmarks in the table is one-step
prediction. When compared with different methods, DIGC-Net
achieves the best performance in both two cities. DIGC-Net has
lower MAPE than these benchmarks in SFO (from 10.11% lower up
to 60.97% lower) and lower MAPE than these benchmarks in NYC
(from 8.31% lower up to 56.68% lower). We also note significant
variance between SFO and NYC among all methods, likely due to
large differences in the traffic road network (NYC is much larger
than SFO: 2,416 vs 13,028 nodes and 19,334 vs 92,470 edges). The
results indicate that DIGC-Net can effectively incorporate incident,
spatio-temporal, periodic and context features for traffic speed
prediction.
Comparison with variants of DIGC-Net. We also present the
comparison with different variants of DIGC-Net with only spatio-
temporal component, spatio-temporal and periodic component,
and the whole DIGC-Net with all components (spatio-temporal,
periodic and incident components). The comparison results are
shown in Table 2. The first finding is that the performance improve-
ment of periodic learning is relatively small, with only difference
of 0.25% of SFO and 0.06% of NYC. One possible reason that the
improvement margin of SFO is larger than NYC is that there is a
relatively simple road network in SFO and the variation of traffic
speed is more regular. The MAPE without incident learning (spatio-
temporal + periodic) is 12.22% of SFO and 18.63 % of NYC, which
also outperforms all benchmarks (sightly outperforms LC-RNN). It
also verifies that our incident learning component is the key to the
improvement with a 1.2% MAPE improvement of SFO and 1.42%
MAPE improvement of NYC.

(a) Non-rush Hour (b) Rush Hour

Figure 8: Time-sensitive comparison of SFO

Table 3: Evaluation of MAPE for multi-step prediction

Method MAPE-SFO MAPE-NYC

DIGC-Net, k=1 11.02±0.15% 17.21±0.22%
DIGC-Net, k=2 11.36±0.19% 17.94±0.25%
DIGC-Net, k=3 11.62±0.26% 18.83±0.36%

Comparison with different time period. As shown in Fig-
ure 5(b) and Figure 5(d), the number of incidents varies over time,
and more incidents occur at traffic peak periods. Meanwhile, traffic
speed variation is also time-sensitive. Therefore, we further select
2:00 - 3:00 am as the non-rush hour and 07:00 - 08:00 am as the rush
hour, and take SFO as the illustration to evaluate the performance
of different methods. Figure 8 shows the MAPE results in the non-
rush hour and rush hour. In the non-rush hour, our method has
lower MAPE than these benchmarks in SFO (from 2.08% lower up
to 64.43% lower), and lower MAPE than these benchmarks in the
rush hour (from 10.78% lower up to 89.50% lower). The performance
of our method and LC-RNN are similar in the non-rush hour but
exhibit a relatively clear gap in the rush hour, which derives from
more complex traffic patterns in the rush hour. Among them, we
find LC-RNN is better than STDN, and we believe it is because
that the look-up operation of LC-RNN can extract spatial features
more effectively than common convolution in the non-Euclidean
network structures.
Comparison of multi-step prediction. We then present the
comparison results for multi-step prediction. DIGC-Net can be used
for multi-step speed prediction by setting k learnable units in spatio-
temporal learning component. We set prediction length k = 1, 2, 3
(speeds of next 5, 10 and 15 minutes) to evaluate the multi-step
prediction case. The results are shown in Table 3. The performance
of DIGC-Net of multi-step prediction remains stable as the predicted
length increases (drop relatively 3.09% of k = 2 and 5.44 % of
k = 3 compared with k = 1 in SFO and drop relatively 3.88% of
k = 2 and 9.03% of k = 3 compared with k = 1 in NYC). When
prediction length is within three steps, DIGC-Net outperforms all
other baselines of one-step prediction in SFO, and in NYC, only
of one-step that LC-RNN outperforms three-steps DIGC-Net. The
multi-step results demonstrate that our model can be effectively
applied to multi-step prediction within a certain time range.



7 CONCLUSION
In this work, we investigate the problem of incident-driven traf-
fic speed prediction. We first propose a critical incident discovery
method to identify urban crucial incidents and their impact on
traffic flows. Then we design a binary classifier to extract the la-
tent incident impact features for improving traffic speed prediction.
Combining both processes, we propose a Deep Incident-Aware
Graph Convolutional Network (DIGC-Net) to effectively incorpo-
rate traffic incident, spatio-temporal, periodic and weather features
for traffic speed prediction. We evaluate DIGC-Net using two real-
world urban traffic datasets of large cities (SFO and NYC). The
results demonstrate the superior performance of DIGC-Net and val-
idate the effectiveness of latent incident features in our framework.
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